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ELECTRICAL
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WEBSITES

the workshops
•
•
•
•

Patient centred and clinically relevant
Systematic image review
Succinct description of findings
Networking with the multidisciplinary team

• Excellent CPD
• Strictly limited numbers
• Best value for money

2016 brings us to Brisbane’s state of the art learning space ‘The Cube’ at Queensland University of Technology (QUT)
Come and join one of our highly interactive workshops:

Upper & lower limb

The other stuff

Interpretation of upper
and lower limb trauma
radiographs.
2-3rd July 2016
(08:00 - 17:00)

Interpretation of pelvis, spine,
face and chest trauma and
acute abdomen radiographs.
5-6th November 2016
(08:00 - 17:00)

$467 (AUD inc. GST)

$467 (AUD inc. GST)

Register NOW

Register NOW

Early bird and discounted rates available. Click here for more info.
No further events are scheduled for 2016. We may however, be able to customise a workshop for your
colleagues, university or company. Contact us to discuss your requirements.

Learn and apply real skills
at the most comprehensive image interpretation
workshop around!

REGISTER

REGISTER

Patient first
At Egg Cup Training, the safety of our patient in the ED is at the
centre of everything we are about. Learn how to find and how to
communicate trauma pathology on plain x-rays.

A different experience
Workshops are innovative and highly interactive. You will
view hundreds of high quality digital images on tablets. You
will practice your new skill alongside a minimum of 2 expert
facilitators. Numbers are small, the environment relaxed and
friendly. This is not about memorizing pathology or relying
on pattern recognition. Uniquely, you will walk away with real
practical skills you can apply immediately.

Tailored for you
Clinical assessment and treatment, orthopaedic referrals, red
dot systems or radiographer commenting. Whatever your role in
the care of the trauma patient, Egg Cup Training will ‘Make your
opinion count’.

WORKSHOPS

ABOUT

>> Click here for our free guide
PEOPLE

make your opinion count

x-ray interpretation training for health professionals
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CONTACT

WEBSITES
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MENUS

ROCKPOOL
LUNCH

NEIL
PERRY
Neil Perry AM is one of
Australia’s leading and
most influential chefs.

MAC
FORBES
Mac’s career in the wine
industry started in France
when at the age of 18 he
worked his first vintage.
Returning to Australia, he
studied at the Roseworthy
Agricultural College in South
Australia before going on to
become winemaker at Mount
Mary Vineyard, Lilydale Victoria.
Mac’s broad domestic and international experience has formed
the basis of his wine philosophy
now - to care for the land and
plants to maximise plant and fruit
health. He is passionate about
producing wines that strongly
reflect the personality of his
vineyards. Today Mac works with
his dedicated team and with nine
small vineyards in the Yarra Valley
and Strathbogie Ranges. Their aim
is to encourage life in their soils and
seek to pick balanced fruit so that the
resulting wines convey both region
and variety with clarity and detail.

2013

He manages seven awardwinning restaurants in
Australia - Rockpool,
Rockpool Bar & Grill
Sydney, Melbourne and
Perth, Spice Temple Sydney
and Melbourne, and Rosetta
Ristorante, Melbourne – and
develops quarterly menus for
Qantas’ International First and
Business Class travellers.

ROCKPOOL
LUNCH
He is also author of seven highly
successful cookbooks and has a
weekly food column in Fairfax’s
2013as well as a
Good Weekend
monthly column in Qantas: The
Australian Way.

MENU
Canape to start
House Cured Ocean Trout on
Brioche Toast with Horseradish Cream

2010 Bele Casel
Extra Dry Prosecco,
Veneto IT
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Entreés to share

Steak tasting

Side dishes to share

Grilled King Prawns,
Split and Marinated

Greenham’s Grass Fed Cape Grim
36 Month Old Rib-Eye on the Bone

Potato and Cabbage Gratin

Fried Calamari with Rocket,
Chilli Salad and Romesco

Rangers Valley Dry Aged 300 Day
Grain Fed Rib-Eye on the Bone

Wood Fire Grilled and
Marinated Vegetables
with Goat’s Curd

2010 Mac Forbes
‘Gruyere’ Shiraz

2011 Mac Forbes
‘Gruyere’ Chardonnay

Boiled Greens with Extra Virgin
Olive Oil and Lemon
Radicchio, Cos and Endive Salad

Dessert
“The cornerstone of good cooking
is to source the finest produce” Neil Perry

Strawberry Mascarpone Cake
Vittoria Cinque Stella Coffee,
Jing Teas and Candy Corn

by Sandra Heikamp

BANNERS

Phone 07 3398 9559
Shop 2032A Westfield Carindale
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F LY E R S

ANTI AGEING BED
Red light therapy is the safest, fastest, most
affordable, non-invasive and painless way to
achieve anti ageing with over 4000 scientifically
proven studies behind it.

AYURVEDA

FACIALS

MIND - BODY - SOUL BALANCE

HEAD MASSAGE

HEALING & CALMING
MASSAGE TECHNIQUES

MICRODERMABRASION
THREADING

DETOXIFICATION & BODY CLEANSING
THROUGH HERBAL THERAPIES
Ayurveda means the “Knowledge of Life”. It is a 5000 year
old natural healing practice from India and increasing in
awareness across the globe.
Ayurveda is a holistic approach to achieving and maintaining
wellness as this science teaches the art of knowing yourself
and learning how to live in harmony with nature.

TINTING

LOOK AND FEEL AMAZING!
Prettify with Preeti offers more than just
a beauty treatment. I want to help you to
take time for yourself, relax and enjoy the
experience and look and feel great when
you walk out the door.
I will look at and talk with YOU and advise
what the best customised treatment is
for you and your skin. My approach is
holistic and only natural products and
aromatherapy oils are used because
looking after yourself shouldn’t just be a
‘quick fix’ but a comprehensive approach
for longer lasting results.

Do y

Kno
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Take some time out and spoil yourself.
Please check the back for pricelist, my
aim is to keep it afforable for everyone.
I look forward to seeing you soon!

www.prettifywithpreeti.com.au 0425 131 351

The skin rejuvenation treatment creates vibrant,
glowing and younger looking skin, especially
combined with our all natural high strength facial
treatments and skin products!
Give us a call for your FREE consultation plan.

PROMOTES

HELPS WITH

• Skin rejuvenation
• Collagen production
• Energy levels
• Youthful, radiant,
glowing complexion
• Skin tightening
and elasticity
• Many health benefits

• Sun spots
• Acne
• Broken capillaries
• Fine lines/wrinkles
• Stretch marks
• Body detox
• Scars

and
Banish wrinkles ur
skin
yo
te
na
rejuve
NEW
CLIENTS
TRY & EXPERIENCE

$30

or add it to your
float session for
only $25

BAYSIDE - BRISBANE

36 Villiers Street
Lota QLD 4179
07 3348 3218

www.antiageingwellnessclinic.com.au

by Sandra Heikamp
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MR. HIVE
KITCHEN & BAR

BASEMENT CARPARK

PRESENTS
Saturday
March 17
6:30 PM

STUDIO 3
THE PALMS AT CROWN
NIGHTCLUBS
VILLAGE CINEMAS

COMPETITION

FOOD
COURT

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 1

RIVER ROOMS

WIN Dinner & a night for two

BREEZES

at Peppers Carrington Resort

GARDEN ROOMS

DE
RIVERSI

Wynnum Manly
Leagues Club
92 Wondall Road
Manly West

After dinner drinks
Breakfast
Breakfast
Gala Dinner
Conference
Breakfast

or $1,000 Advertising Package
(Business Entry)

Come along for a girls night out. Sit back
with friends, relax with a glass of wine
and get some great fashion tips. Purchase
amazing designer garments, jewellery and
accessories direct off the catwalk in a unique
and fun way; taking home your designer’s
labels after the show at a fraction of the RRP.
Over $1000 in raffles prizes and lucky door
prizes too; this is an night not to be missed.
Proceeds from the night go towards student
workshops during The Theatre Factory 2019
Performing Arts Tour of the USA.
Ticket includes arrival beverage and Asian
inspired finger food served to your table.

PAY $20 TO RECEIVE YOUR PLAIN PILLOWCASE AND 1 FREE TICKET
TO THE AUCTION EVENT. REGISTER AT BEDS R US, KERIKERI
You have until August 26th to complete your entry. There is no restriction on what you
use, you can paint it, sew things onto it, draw on it, attach some bling or staple vouchers
to it for products or services that you sell… there are no limitations.
It doesn’t matter if the final result is functional or purely decorative. This is a great
opportunity to impress people in the Bay of Islands with your creativity (or, if you’re not
very artistic, then your community spirit).
Completed pillows will be on display from August 27th to September 3rd at Beds R Us
Kerikeri and will be auctioned at a charity function on Sept 4th with all proceeds going
to the Kerikeri Retirement Village.
The pillow that raises the most money in each category will win the big prize.

TICKETS VIA FACEBOOK OR TRYBOOKING.COM
Look for The TTF Broadway Designer Wear Fashion Parade Fundraiser
Or contact Arlene Pilson - 04 199 38 992 - arlenepilson@gmail.com
Ticket sales for this event will close on the 9th of March due to catering requirements.

WELCOME
to melbou r ne

THE COOLEST
CONFERENCE APPS
ON THE MARKET
TODAY
BY EXPOSCAN
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STREAM
LINE
NOW

ENTRIES CLOSE 5PM AUG 26

KEY AREAS
Club 23, Level 3
JJ’s Bar & Grill, level 1
Conservatory Crown Towers
Palladium, Level 1
Crown Conference Centre
Mr Hive Kitchen & Bar

(Individual Entry)

FABULOUS
FASHION
FUNDRAISER

KINGS BRIDGE

CONSERVATORY

design by sandraheikamp.com

CLUB 23
LEVEL 3
CROWN
TOWERS

S
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F LY E R S

YOUR HOSTS

Segura Viudas Gran Cuvee
Reserva D.O Cava

Tapas
Opal pendant

In 2009 when one of very few opal cutting
courses in Australia became available, both Hans
and Helle seized the opportunity. Helle went on to
also do the advanced cutting and carving course.
She is now one of only a very few qualified cert. 4
opal cutters and opal carvers in Australia.

enopals.com

nsen Opals

Kangaroo leather
Opal ring

enopals.com

Made from EDPM flexible rubber over rigid
aluminium supports, Backflip’s revolutionary
hinges can be folded millions of times and
are guaranteed to last as long as your truck.
Backflip sits flush with the side rails so it’s
completely flat and won’t damage your vehicle’s
paintwork.
design by www.cleverclogsdesign.com.au

d our latest unique
website:

The clever locking design utilises the existing
tailgate lock, making it tamperproof and
preventing the need to drill holes in your truck.

AUSTRALIA
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Agnus Dei Albarino 2015
D.O. Rias Baixas

Main

The extremely durable panels are
made from textured aluminium,
finished with a scratch-resistant
polyester based coating. The aluminium
panels sandwich a core of expanded
polystyrene and are framed with aircraftquality powder coated aluminium.

et in Brisbane

Peruvian Winter Ceviche Petuna Ocean Trout
& Bluefin Tuna Toro

Mini Pastel de Carne Black Truffle, Jamon y Queso

Paella a la Maestre 2017
Free Range Chicken, Chorizo
& Skull Island Prawns

Stingray bracelet

Dessert
Textures of Strawberry
Cheesecake, Consommé
& Milk Almond Crumble.

Bakflip hard folding
truck covers have
been a US top seller for
over 30 years. Now you
can purchase the product
here in New Zealand complete
with a 1 year warranty.

le and Hans at:

A perfect combination of old vine
Macabeo & Parellada and aged for
15months, which delivers fruit, elegance
and finesse, beautifully harnessed with
the richness of Chardonnay and the
wild berry notes of Pinot Noir.

Tequilla Roasted Pork Belly Tostada Avocado & Chilli

All our Black Opals are mined
by us, cut and polished by us,
and we can set it for you in
our own workshop.

www.jensenopals.com

t every Wednesday

Gazpacho Bloody Mary,
Frazer Island Spanner Crab
& Jamon Patatas

The latest generation in hard,
folding truck bed covers.
1 year warranty.
Practical, lightweight
and durable.
Can be fitted in under
30 minutes
Guaranteed not to crack,
warp, fade, leak or rust!

ELECTRICAL
CONFERENCE

0508 225 3547

0508 225 3547

WWW.BAKFLIP.CO.NZ

WWW.BAKFLIP.CO.NZ

A fine white wine, soft and agreeable acid
on the palate, giving way to a melange of
ripe fruits and peaches. A terrific body and
structure with great personality.
Segura Viudas Rosat 2016
D.O Catalunya

TA R O N G A Z O O

He met Helle, also from Denmark, who was on
a 3 month holiday, and asked her to come to
Lightning Ridge for an adventure. Being creative
and artistic minded, she was quick to fall in love
with the natural beauty of the opal.

FLIP IT…
LOCK IT…
LOAD IT!

n
ow
Br

Lightning Ridge is renowned for the most
expensive opal in the World: THE BLACK OPAL,
and has also been named the official gem stone
of New South Wales.

In 2006 Helle started to design opal jewellery to
sell in Europe along with an assortment of other
opals.

s
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When Hans was growing up on his parent’s farm
in Denmark, one of his favourite things was to go
in to the paddocks to look for tools from the Stone
Age. So when he decided to move to Australia
in 1990, it was only natural that he was drawn to
opals when he came through Lightning Ridge and
as such decided to give opal mining a go.

Dr

l
ue
ig
M

How did it all start

A medium intensity, with aromas of
pineapple, peach and strawberry over
a floral background of violets. Surprising,
because from its colour, we might expect
a light style of wine, but instead it offers full
flavour, ripe fruit palate, and a long finish.
Solar Viejo Crianza 2013
D.O.Ca. Rioja

Initial aromas of intense ripe, red fruits,
but gaining in complexity with aromas
developed during barrel aging of vanilla,
cinnamon, hints of coconut and toffee.
Good palate structure with soft , elegant
tannins. The flavour of oak, but with the
classic fruit flavours of Tempranillo.

by Sandra Heikamp

ADVERTISEMENTS

WIN

You
could
WIN

XERO ONLINE

FREE FOR 1 YEAR!
Ask us how!
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Entry is FREE and the winner
will be announced today.

by Sandra Heikamp

REPORTS

IAP AUSTRALASIAN
43RD ANNUAL
SCIENTIFIC MEETING

PROGRAM HANDBOOK

I feel very grateful and
thankful from the bottom
of my heart for the help
and support that I received
here in Silky Oaks

FAMILY CARE AND SUPPORT - GOOD NEWS STORY
A family consisting of mum, dad, and two small
children moved to Brisbane as their child was
born prematurely and needed medical support.
Unfortunately, once they arrived they found
themselves homeless, but were kindly taken in by
a stranger to live in their backyard shed.
This shed had no plumbing and the family were
required to use the main house to shower, bathe
their children, use the toilet, and cook.

The family were referred to Silky Oaks, where
the Family Care and Support Team could provide
accommodation and support, such as a short
rental amnesty, furniture, food hampers, blankets,
kitchen items, and toys.
The mum commented “we are overwhelmed
with all the housing, medical and counselling
support Silky Oaks has been able to provide us.
We are so grateful.”

July-Sept 2016

Oct-Dec 2016

Jan-Mar 2017

Apr-Jun 2017

Number of intake clients

70

57

88

76

Number of accommodation clients

61

74

56

76

Family care
AND support

My case manager was
great. Helping me with
transport and getting to
appointments and was
always so positive

Our Family Care and Support Team partner with families who
are homeless or at risk of homelessness. Extensive case
management provides hope, support and the necessary tools
to connect with sustainable and permanent housing. We are
able to provide access to properties owned by Silky Oaks
and a portfolio of properties from the Department of Housing
and Public Works and the Community Housing Partnership
Program (CHPP) within Brisbane City Council.

I received a lot more
support than I expected.
Which I am grateful for
They found me study
and day-care and helped
me find housing

We would also like to acknowledge the collaborative
community partnerships that allow us to ensure that our
clients genuinely have their needs met and are provided with
services and opportunities that really make a difference to
them.

COMMENTS from clients

Over the last 12 months we have continued to build on the
successes and achievements of the previous year. We have
seen an increased number of clients transition successfully
into longer term accommodation and we celebrate with each
of them.
There is still a significant need in our community. This is
reflected in the demand for our food hampers. We have
seen an increase of close to double on every single metric.
This includes the number of hampers needed, the number of
children supported and the total number of people supported.

Total number
of hampers

Total number
of people supported

292

1125

hampers

people supported

INNOVATIVE EVENT TECHNOLOGY

INTERACTIVE
• Unleash the power of people
and drive engagement of
attendees through live polling
and Q & A.
• Poll with multiple question
types, with instant results
displaying on screen and
allow the most popular
questions to take priority with
an in-built up voting function.
• Moderate with a dedicated
facilitator or trust your
audience of experts.

While 2016/2017 had its challenges, it was
a positive and productive year. I take this
opportunity of publicity to thank my fellow
board members, CEO Darren Frame, and
our faithful, hardworking employees for
their dedication and service over the past
year.
Our thanks to the Department of
Communities, Child Safety and Disability
Services, the Department of Housing and
Public Works and the Community Housing
Partnership Program within Brisbane City
Council for the continued support and
funding of our programs. To our prayer
partners, and our many hard working
volunteers, as well as individuals, and
businesses who have given financially or
donated food or other goods, our sincere
thanks to each and every one of you.

•

National Quality Standard result for the child care
centre is “exceeding national standards” and can now
be branded as a “Centre of Excellence.” The board
will acknowledge and thank management and staff
at Silky Oaks annual meeting as well as in writing.

•

Two board members attended training in November
2016, “Governance Effectiveness for Boards.”

•

CEO role, responsibilities and focus areas discussed.

•

Future vision for Silky Oaks presented by CEO
for future discussion.

•

Strategic planning session with CEO and Executive
Leadership Team presented by Operations Director.

•

Childcare Centre project review and preliminary cost
plan tabled.

•

The board completed Self-Evaluation forms and
identified four goals that should guide our strategic
planning for 2017-2018.

•

The board approved the capital works budget.

•

The board accepts with sadness Greg Smith’s
resignation from the board.

•

Seventeen policies were reviewed and approved
by the board.

Everything your
event needs.
Empower staff,
inspire attendees
and reward
stakeholders.

Ian +61 416 954 568 / Fin +61 481 345 025
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When asked to join the
Silky Oaks board in 1984,
I believed that this was an
opportunity to serve others.
After 33 years, my passion to
serve has not diminished.
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Secretary Alyson Campbell resigned from the board
effective late 2016. Chairman thanked Alyson for her
dedicated, passionate service to Silky Oaks.
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Board conducted annual performance review of CEO.

an

r

The board agrees to progress to the next stage of the
Childcare Centre development project and to engage
Greg Smith as project leader.
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Media release from Qld Government advising of
removal of statute of limitations on child abuse claims.
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The board of governance (board)
meet regularly and, together with the
Chief Executive Officer (CEO), accept
reports,
consider
proposals
and
recommendations and ratify these as
appropriate. The board accepts and
approves policies that are best-practice
for Silky Oaks Children’s Haven.

Renewal of Community Housing Partnership Program
(CHPP) management agreements for six external
properties.
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LEAD CAPTURE
• A powerful lead generation
system that maximises ROI for
Exhibitors and Sponsors.
• Tools that instantly convert
booth visits into meaning
and qualified leads.
• Fully accessible on unlimited
Exhibitor devices and
integrated with live attendee
data to view, manage and
export leads instantly.
• Enhance engagement
by driving traffic through
incentives.

At another time, Jesus performs a miracle
and uses five bread rolls and two fish to
feed thousands of families who had come
to meet Him. He also healed anyone
in the crowd who was sick. Knowing
Jesus’ great love for children and families
strengthens our passion to enable the
delivery of our vision, mission and core
values. Our programs offer hope, healing
and potential to our community.

•

so

31st May to
2nd June 2019

Discussed strategic plan, business plan and how to
support the business plan for the final year of 20142017.
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ATTENDEE TRACK

• Immediate record of
attendance for safety,
catering, CPD, sponsored
or mandatory sessions.
• Convert numerous devices
to scanning stations with
the ability to create rules
of entry for controlled
sessions, creating maximum
flexibility for your event.
• Generate, analyse and
respond to statistics at
any time!

•

n

Silky Oaks is fortunate to be guided by a talented and diverse board of
governance. Each member of the board is active within the Silky Oaks
community and bring a wide array of expertise and experience to the
governance activities of the organisation. A key focus for the board is
ensuring the achievement of the strategic direction through the vision,
mission, and core values.

l

EVENT APPS
• Place two-way communication
directly in the hands of
attendees and staff.
• Instant and live access to the
most up to date information
with extensive sponsorship
opportunities throughout.
• Apply your event branding
at every touch-point and
measure event success.

The following is a summary of important deliberations by
the board of governance during 2016/2017:

Pa
u

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTRE
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

We read in the Bible books of Matthew,
Mark and Luke, where mothers brought
their children to Jesus so He could place
His hands on them. Jesus’ disciples told
the mothers not to do this, but Jesus
called the children to Him and said, “Let
the children come to me and do not
stop them, because the Kingdom of God
belongs to such as these.” Jesus also
warned of severe punishment for anyone
who harms children.

ice

• Exposcan kiosks engage
event attendees with an
impressive entry statement,
user-friendly onsite
registration process.
• Versatile self-service options,
immediate sign-ups
and changes, branded
designs and sponsorship
opportunities.
• Equipment located
nationwide to eliminate
freight costs.

Platinum
Sponsor

Jan

NAME BADGE KIOSKS

board chairman
updateChildren’s Haven Board of governance
Silky Oaks

2017

Exposcan delivers pioneering event technology powered by the Entegy Suite,
designed to hit all your event goals. A cloud-based software integrating a
range of powerful products delivering a remarkable experience to streamline
your event. The Exposcan team work hard to stand out from the rest of the
crowd through flexibility, on-site knowledge and experience.

M
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Observing the commitment of our employees
as they engage with others in their day to day
roles is one of the highlights for me. It is also
a pleasure to serve Silky Oaks with likeminded
people for the better good of all who are
associated with the organisation.

I see the future direction of Silky Oaks to
be a continuation of the original goals so we
can care for children and families for many
years to come. I became a board member so I
could pay back to the community by assisting
a Christian organisation.

Jan Johnson

Kay McCallum

11

A N N UA L R E P O R T
info@exposcan.net.au
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www.exposcan.net.au

Children and families reaching their full potential

by Sandra Heikamp

NEW APPROACH

ELECTRICAL
FRANCHISEE
CONFERENCE

2017

HARVEY NORMAN SYDNEY:
A TWIST

ELECTRICAL
FRANCHISEE
CONFERENCE

2017

BROCHURES

ELECTRICAL
FRANCHISEE
CONFERENCE

the experience

Creating a new focus for the event
newVenues,
and improved
Different
Different Feel
Showcasing what Sydney is known for

fun definitive
the experience

branded
new experience
new approach

The following design document shows options
for the following events:
• Your Conference Venue
• Monday Night - Welcome Dinner
• Tuesday Night - State Awards Dinners
• Wednesday Night - Choose your own experience
• Thursday Night - Gala Dinner
‘Through the Looking Glass’

© w w w. s a n d r a h e i k a m p . c o m

Your Venue
Sponsor Showcase
Welcome Evening

IDEAS
To the city by the shores of the magnificent
Harbour, we are bringing to light the best
that Sydney has to offer.
Glittering social events in secret locations
abounding with style and elegance but
not forgetting the Harbour is the star.

exciting
fun
bright
a new focus

MORETON BAY
COLLEGE
STAGE 1
SOLAR
AND PFC
PROPOSAL

This document is a design overlay for events
to be held in Sydney in 2017.
Ideas are changeable, interchangeable or
completely re-workable. All this is a starting point.

State Awards Dinners
Choose your own Experience
Gala Dinner ‘Through the Looking Glass’

From the glittering Harbour Side Events at the
Harbour Side Pavilion to the hidden local gem of
Cockatoo Island ending at Sydney’s newest event
icon, that is the International Convention Centre.
Each of the events outlined in this document have
their own identity, look and feel.

Driftwind Electrical
Unit 6 – 20 Meadow Avenue Coopers Plains - QLD 4108 Australia
P +617 3274 4365 - F + 617 3274 3586 - E john@driftwind.com.au

by Sandra Heikamp

EARTHMOVING
HEAVY MACHINERY

EXCAVATORS

EXCAVATORS

BROCHURES

EARTHMOVING

RENTAL GUIDE

SUPERIOR

EXCAVATORS
MEDIUM EXCAVATOR
Specifications (approx.)
Operating
Weight (T)

Power
(HP)

Digging
Depth (M)

8

55

4.5

12

95

6

13.4 - 14.5

100

6.1

16

110

6.4

Our top-quality Medium Excavators
make light work of mid-size jobs.

LARGE EXCAVATOR

Features may include:

Specifications (approx.)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operating
Weight (T)

Power
(HP)

Digging
Depth (M)

20

145

6.5

24

165

6.7

30

230

7.4

38

250

8.2

Steel Tracks
Zero Swing
Back-fill Blades
Air Conditioned Cabins
Radio
Reversing Cameras
Quick Hitch

Our top-quality Large Excavators
can tackle even the biggest jobs.
Features may include:

EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE

Kerikeri 0800 407 500 -

•
•
•
•

Air Conditioned Cabins
Radio
Night Working Lights
Reversing Cameras

Care and Safety

Dargaville 09 439 5808

our vision
Children and families reaching their full potential.

our mission
To provide within a caring, supportive, Christian
environment, a comprehensive range of high
quality residential and community services
to ensure that children and their families are
protected, nurtured and empowered to
build better lives.
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We are dedicated to the safety and
well-being of children and families by
providing an environment that is caring,
safe and protected.

Ethics, Honesty
and Integrity
We operate in a responsible, ethical manner
and display honesty and integrity in our
dealings with all of our stakeholders including
clients, suppliers, employees, government
and non-government agencies.

QUALITY
We have an uncompromising commitment
throughout the organisation to deliver client
services that consistently exceed community
expectations through our quality management
systems and procedures which foster a
learning culture and reflect best practice.

Respect for Others
As a Christian organisation, we have committed
to Jesus’ second great commandment which
is to “love your neighbour as yourself”. We
respect others by recognising cultural diversity,
accepting them as individuals.

Stewardship and Accountability
We take responsibility for managing all of the resources
entrusted to us, including people and financial, in a manner
that maximises positive outcomes from all our services.
We communicate with our stakeholders in a manner that
is open, timely, appropriate, accurate and informative.

T: 07 3906 8888
W: www.silkyoaks.org.au
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by Sandra Heikamp

TESTIMONIALS

“Working with Sandra is so effortless - she quickly grasps
concepts and deliver results with very little revision required
- and all within the committed deadlines. I can’t say enough
about the quality, the speed, the attention to detail and the
effectiveness of her work. Thank you Sandra!”
Uma Sumbramanian - International Academy of Pathology, Cherrybrook NSW

“We have worked closely with Sandra in creating websites,
product launch materials, branding and merchandise
for our clients and are exceptionally impressed with the
final product. Each product is unique and there are no
similarities. Sandra’s ability to create exactly what we
require on most occasions exceeds our expectations.
Her service is comprehensive in that she keeps you
up to-date in each process from inception to delivery.
There have been a couple of occasions we’ve needed a three
day turn around and in each case Sandra has delivered on
time. We are very fortunate to have such an experienced and
creative designer working with us.”
Pania Sigley - Sparkle Events, Russell NZ

“You have done an amazing job. Thank you so much. You are
a very talented lady!”
Rosie O’Toole - Manly West State School P&C, Manly West QLD

“Sandra is very intuitive when it comes to meeting the needs
of her client. She listens carefully and patiently to interpret
and develop the starting place ideas whilst adding her own
creative flair to the design process. She has a clear thinking
ability and communicates exceptionally well. We worked
together across a period of 3 months to create the face of
my business which is web focussed. Together we created a
website, business card,advert for publications and a display
flyer. The final products all have the ‘Wow factor’ I was
seeking and represent me and my business with truth and
integrity. As a professional she attended to my exacting
customer requirements with patience and without judgement.
Sandra is one of the most easy going and competent
professionals I have ever had the good fortune to work with.
I highly recommend her and her sevices.
With respect, Cameron”
Cameron Tukapua - 5 Elements, Whangarei NZ

“From the moment I met with Sandra to the completion of
the job I was impressed by her professionalism. Her skill at
putting my needs into a framework that looks and feels just
how I want it to is exceptional. It has really provided a solid
branding base for the Festival to continue on with. We hope
to do work with her again in the future and urge others to use
her talents.”
Cheryl Rapira - Advance Northland Tourism Trust Coordinator Matariki Muriwhenua NZ

“Absolutely delighted with my website. Eyecatching,
straightforward design, which perfectly communicates the
feeling of our Gallery. Received high praise from a friend who
evaluates websites as part of her job.”
Lyn Winters - Fibres Gallery, Kerikeri

I think you are very talented and I’m sure I’ve finally found
the missing link in our creative team!”
Nikki Berry - The Muse, Christchurch NZ
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“Sandra provided excellent service with the design proces of
our annual report. She was very patient and professional and
took the time to really understand what our organisation was
about. Sandra’s turnaround time was excellent and we most
certainly look forward to working with her again in the near
future.”
Donna Hutchinson - Silky Oaks Children’s Haven, Manly West QLD

“... She is one of the most talented designers I have ever
worked with and her exceptional design flair is matched by an
equally strong technical competency. Her attention to detail
and understanding of the different media and file formats
makes her extremely versatile and ensures a quality result.
She works efficiently returning the material on time and
budget and her Photoshop skills are phenomenal.
Just as important as her many skills is her ability to remain
calm under pressure and her pragmatic attitude to client
changes… she works hard to ensure that my clients and I are
happy with the final design.”
Debbie Ryder - Mad Ideas, Kerikeri NZ

“As a small business in the outdoor adventure industry needing
to make a major change-over in my website, I found that
working with Sandra fit the bill perfectly for me. Not only was
the design creative, attractive and professional looking, but
just as important, the personal attention was very reassuring
and Sandra was very easy (and fun) to work with. This was the
combination I needed to procede with confidence. In the three
years since, the after service has been great, and I give a very
high recommendation.”
Mark Hutson - New Zealand Sea Kayak Adventures, Haruru Falls NZ

“Great support, great design, great service!”
Laurens and Carla Baardewijk - Re-Balance, Kerikeri NZ

“One Word: BRILLIANT!!!!!”

“Your way of listening to people, feeling what they want and
in which atmosphere is really great! You have designed the
perfect brochure and business cards for us, they express our
ideas and feelings.”
Claire Forrest-Chambers and Betty Ras - Natural Birth, Kerikeri NZ

“A Picture is worth a Thousand Words” is definitely true of
Sandra’s photography. She is a perfectionist, and will settle for
nothing less. The pictures on our website exceeded our wildest
expectations, and every guest we have accommodated has
complimented us on our brilliant website.”
Max Daillecourt - Hawkings Lodge, Kerikeri NZ

Looks Bloody Awesome, as always!!
Judy Ledward - Waimanu Lodge, Whangaroa NZ

Ian Curry - HI Events, Manly West QLD

